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INTRODUCTION

NORMAL CABLE LAYING

Normally the people who are concerned about laying cables in the ocean are involved

in laying undersea telephone cables.' They have available elaborate methods for measuring

and adjusting ship speed, cable payout rate, and cable tension. Since it is thought that most

cable breaks occur when the cable has been suspended above the bottom due to obstructions

or abrupt changes in bottom slope, an attempt is made to lay the cable with a percentage of

slack. That is, more cable is laid out than distance covered. In this way it is hoped that small

bottom irregularities will be filled in. As large scale changes in bottom depth occur, and the

length of bottom which must be covered is greater than the horizontal distance which the

ship moves, a large percentage of slack is laid to cover the increased bottom distance.

Cables have a characteristic transverse sinking speed, US, at which if a length of cable
were falling horizontally through the water, the cable's net weight would be balanced by the
drag force. This sinking speed and the velocity of the cable ship, Vs, determine the angle of
cable as it is being laid, figure 1. Thus during normal cable laying operations, the cable forms
a straight line from the ship to the bottom.

us
• • Vs

Figure 1. Cable geometry with zero bottom tension.

Where the cable touches the bottom, cable tension is zero. At the ship, cable tension is

equal to the weight of a vertically hanging cable the length of which is equal to the water
depth.

If a cross current with velocity Uc is present, the track of the cable is displaced from
the track of the ship as shown in figure 2. However, the geometry of the cable is still a
straight line, and the cable tension at the ship is still the same as in the case with no current.

1Roden, C. E., Submarine Cable Mechanics and Recommended Laying Procedures, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, December, 1964.
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Figure 2. Cable geometry with zero bottom tension and a cross current.

When trying to visualize what is happening during cable laying, it is important to avoid
the fallacy of thinking of the cable as being suspended in a catenary between the ship and
the bottom. Actually in normal cable laying, most of the cable weight is supported by the
drag created as the cable falls through the water.

LAYING WITH BOTTOM TENSION

IDuring some cable lays. the precise measurements and adjustments of ship speed and
cable payout speed normally used by cable layers are not available. Instead, the cable payout
tension is preset in the cable deplo,, ment system. In this case, cable tension at the bottom is
no longer equal to zero, and the cable is no longer straight. Instead it is curved near the bottom
as in figure 3.

Figure 3. Cable geometry with non-zero bottom tension.

This report presents a calculation method and a computer program which cnivbe used
to determine cable geometry and tension during cable laying with non-zero bottom tension
and with a cross current. The current can be set equal to zero if the simple two dimensional
configuration is desired.
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I)ERIVATION OF EQUATIONS

BASIC PRINCIPLES

There are three basic principles which are fundamental to the derivation of these
equatl ioins.

First. since the cable is liexible, it can only exert a force which lies along its length.
Referring to figure 4, the cable tension vector always lies along the cable. This can be
expressed as:

dx x

(2) =y
dL T

dy T y
() dL T

dz T7.
(3) =

dL T

z

y/

¥T

Figure 4. Cable tension vector.

Second. with fixed bottom conditions, the cable configuration below a certain point on
the cable is independent of how much cable is above that point. In figure 5, if the bottom
tensions and ship speeds are the same, the geometry of the cable below point P is idelntcal
to the geometry of the cable below point P'. Only the tensions at the two ships will be
d i ffe re n t.
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Figure 5. Cable geometry with two different bottom depths.

Third. in steady state laying. cable velocity through tile water is directly related to

cahle geometry. In figure 6, points P, and 1P2 represent two points on the cable at time, t.

At some later time, t + At. the whole cable geometry will have moved to the right a distance

equal to AL = (At) (VS). Point 1-. will have moved to P3, which corresponds to the same

position on the new cable configura tion as point P l held on the cable configuration at time
t. The vertical component of the cable velocity through the water is:

AzVz='

JL) dz
- (AL) (%-•)

AL/V5

(4) Vz =-Vs dz7

d L

Or using equation 3:

(5) V, _= TZ-I
T

In a similar manitner:

(6)• V x = V . ' :

(7) V z U:1 V 'c siT

where 11, is the velocity of tihe cross current,
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F~iore o' (.ablle geom;netry aIt two dlifferent tlime.,

TOUCHDOWN POINT

Conditioms are known for the point at whiich tile Cable touches tile bottom, It is shown

in rt',erence I and will be shown in Iater exampkls that thie tension in the Cable at tile point

where it touiches the bottom is equal to the tension at the c'able ship inihis the net weight of

a vertically hantging cable. Thus tile tension at the bottom. TO, is known.

.Sincc the cable is bein~g laid in a straight line in the x directi., :

"Since there is a niet hotttoln tension, the cable wiltl be horizontal wvher, it touches thie

btot tomI. l'he relfore:

et'1 *'I~ = ()

Since lry all\ d " are tero:

CARLEiSiNIET

Now %xinsider adding a short cable segennt. The geometry gets rather Complicated and

is mo•1t ,Iihy handled using vector notation (t'ilgurc 7).

REPRODUCED FROM
BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Figure 7. Vector geometry at a• point on the calble.

Let L he the unit vector which liesi along the cable.

From eqtuations l-3:

TD

S2) L,= Tx

t Y•

Let V be the velocity ot the cable with respect to the wcte"at any point aaong bhe

cable.

(I. L = xT + LVv. + L7T' k
x v

where the ternis V V V :re Iotind l'ro1-3 e:udtiotls 5-7.

Defitne (" as a1 ilnit vecIu torijierliendiitl- to. 1. atnt V.- �"x"

3I() L V*

letbile v c ofs the third iit ve.tor cab ith g up to right h Ind cct, adinate systetn. It is

8
weedOi 3ImVi lVAV aSon
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perpentdicuLar to I. mid C and in the plane of' L and \.

(17) , - IT x (,"

II order to calculate tlhe drag on the cable segment, it is necessary o fiind the velocity
components parallel and perpendicular to the segmntl The drag coefficient for flow
perpendicular to I cvylinder is onl the order oI" 100 tines larger than the drag coe fficient for
flow parallel to it. Since in cable laying tile conlponllet of cable velocity p•'rpendicular to the
cable is also much larger than tile component parallel to the cable, tile drag dtle to the velocity
component parallel to the cable will be neglected.

"Trhe ternm IT' x L is tihe magnitude of th' e component of V which is perpendicular to
C. and IF is the Utnit vectlor which is perpendicular to L and lies in the planie of V and L.
Therefort,, the vector representation of tile component of V which is perpendiculir to I. is:

IV • V x L_ IP

WVhen tile cross products are expanded:

1i9) V' \ iV\xT + VK

"where:

(20) V =x L\. (Vx Lv \- .v 11x ) L z \ , x - V l.\ )j

(21) Vpy = zVv Lz- VzLy, - Lx(Vx L., - V\, Lx)

(t2• Pz = Lx.z x - xz) -ytyz - V~z\

The drag oil the cable segment is:

(23) I)= xi + l)vj + D)k

where:

-_l24 D IT-.l.Vp V1\x

t2.•l Dv -'Pt'i)dl-ti L~

NoD .I-, = -'2p(C'l1. l I 1i, v riz



where:

p = Mass density of seawater

CD - Cable drag coefficient

d = Cable diameter

L = Cable segment length.

Since the cable segment is in equilibrium, the net force on it is zero, or:

(27) 0 =T + T7 + D + W

where:

T, =Cable tension at bottom of segment

T = Cable tension at top of segment

D Drag on the cable segment

W = Net weight of cable segment

The vector equation (27) can be expanded into three scalar equations.

(28) 0 Tix + Tx + DX

(29) 0 Tiy + Tiy Dy

(30) 0 = TIz + Tiz + Dz + Wz

The only unknowns in equations 28-30 are the components of T1. However, the drag
is a finction of the average geometry of the cable segment which in turn is determined bY the
average tension in the cable segment. Since the drag equation is non-lincar, an iterative

solution is required.

ITERATIVE SOLUTION

The iterative solution is obtained as follows:

1. AssumeT2 =-T 1

2. Calculate the average tension in the cable segment, TA = ½ ( T2 - T" ),

•. Use TA in equations 12-14 to calculate L.

t0



4. Use TA in equations 5-7 to calculate V.

5. Use equations 20-22 to calculate V1.

6. Use equations 24-26 to calculate D.

7. Use equations 28-30 to calculate a new value forT 2 .

Steps 2-7 are iterated until the change in T2 is less than some predetermined amount.

CABLE GEOMETRY

Once a satisfactory value has been found for the tension at the top of the cable
segment, the geometry of the scgment is found from:

TA(31) xj x1 + LT

(32) Y2 =Y l + L TAy
TA

(32) z2 =1z + LTkY

TA
(33) Z2  z1  TA

Now another cable segment can be added at the top of the previous one and the
process continued until the required water depth is reached.

COMPUTER PROGRAM

A computer program was written which employs the calculation procedure derived
above to calculate the geometry and tension of a cable being laid with non-zero bottom
tension in a cross current. A listing of the programs, the required input variables, and a
sample output are included in appendix A.

In the program, the iterative process which determines a new value for the tension
at the top of a cable segment is stopped when the new T2 is less than I percent different from
the previous value. j

In general, the cable will be curved in the area near the bottom and~will gradually
approach the straight line geometry which'it would have had if the bottom tension had
been zero. An initial value is input for the cable segment length at the start ofGacomputer
run, but when the number of iterations required to get a solution for the new Oalue of T2
becomes less than three, the length of the succeeding cable segments is doubled. Also, when
the slope of the cable changes by less than I percent from one cable segment to the next,
the cable is considered to be straight the rest of the way to the cable ship.

iI



RESULITS

T'his paper is initended to be a presenitation of a calculation method rather than the
results of its applicatioll to a1 speciflic cable. H-owever, anil example will illustrate some ot the
cable laying concepts referred ito il tile Introduction and demonstrate the apparent validity
ot thle computer program outputs.

Consider an example similar to one presented inl reference 1 . List I SI) cable is being
laid inl 2000 flathlomls of water at a ship speed of 5 knots. The caible characteristics are:

d = Cable diameter = 1.25 (inchecs)

Wo= Cable wveight per toot in wvater .3 17 (lbs,/f()

The drag coefficient normally used for a cylinder inl cross flow is I.-". H~owever,
according to reference 1 the results during cable laying experiments indicate that a drag
coefficient of 3 should be used for cable laying calculations.

The transverse sinking speed. Us. is determinled from:

Drag/ft = Veight/ft

!e4pC1)dUs 2 = 0

tj 2 .317
V.,p(3) (fl~5

U5 IV 1.0 (ft/sec) =.6 (kniots)

The angle, av. at wvhich tile cable falls to thle bottom as it is being laid at 5 kno-fs is:
uI

a CV__-. (radianls)

6.1)~ (dIegrees)

This shalowv angle. is typical of thle cable angles wvhich occur during cable laying, Witha
thlis angle, the Cable will touch bottom 16.5 nautical miles b~ehindi theiule C~jl

If' thle cable is laid with z.ero bottonm tension. thie cable tension at thle ship is equal to
the cable weight per foot multipilied by the water depith.

Ts = W0 hi = (.317)(12.000)

T.=3800)111s)t



It is important1 it) realiz~e that thle Cable geome ctry anld teinsionl remainl virtuially thle sallie
if tile vable payoutl rate is just equaml to tile shipl speed and no slack is laid or- if cable pa.yout
rate is greater thanl shipl speed and extra cable, or slack, is laid onl thie bot tom.

According to reflerence 1 , p 70, thle pr1esence ot'a uii i orml Cutrren t pe rpenld iculall to
the path of thie cable shipl will result inl thle cable being laid a distance. M,. Croml thle project ionl
til thle bottom of' thie path0 of' thle ship.

Uc = Velocity 01 currenit

U', =(Cable transverse sinking speced

l = water depthl

Inl our example. it'lthe cuirrenti velocity is equtal to the transverse shinkinig speed of'
.6 knlots, thle Cable woulid lie laid 1 2.000 ( fttrout where the ship passed.

'The above example Was ilput it) thle conupu ter programl Wilit Itile Cable tenlsionl at thle
ship equal ito 8,000 lbs rat her thanl M80 lbs. Ill th is Case, thie tenlsion at thle hot tom is
eqlual to 8000 - 3800 = 42100 lbs.

The samlple compuiter. outpuit given inl applendix A is thle output I'om this example.
Figure 8 shows thle geomeitry of thie lowvest 10,000 t~eet of' the approximately 100.000 f'eet
otit cablei(hat is suispended inl thle Water :ut anly time. It is interesting to Nee thtat this large
uincrease inl cable tension produices a rather small chanige in Cable geometry.

Figuure 8 could also lie in terpreted as thle geomeitry of" Cacuble being~laid inl 1000 t't ot'
wvater . Inl t Itis case. for the straight line geomnetry. thle tension at the hottonm is zero and at
hie top is 3 1 7 lbs. F~or tlie cuirved geomnet ry bot tonm tension is 4,200 lbs. and ship tensiotius
4.5 17 lbs.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAM

The input pa1ramte1rs required by tile computcr progra1ni 11"re:

LQ - Cible segment length at start of calculatio1ns (0t)

W Weiglht per foot of ceble in wvater (lbs/tt)

C(I - Cable drag constanlt, 'APCI)! (fn1

V9 - Ship speed ('t/scc)

V8 - Current speed (fl/sec)

D9 Water depth (1t)

B I - Cable tension at bottom (Ills)

The programu listing is included as figure A-1. Figulr A-- isa typical output.
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too *IN ("BASIC VERSION)
110 REM CABLE LAYINC GEONMEY VITH 4 CROSS CURRENT
120 PRINT'INPUT L9.V.aCt
130 INPUT L9.V.Ct
140 PRINT 'INPUT V9.Yes
150 INPUT Y99V6
160 PRINT*INPUT 09,81'
1'0 INPUT 09,31
1S0 PRINT'INPUT PRINT OUT, FLAG +1 LPRINT -1 NO LPRIHU"
190 INPUT I
200 PRINT' L9 v Cl Y9 Ve 09 818
"t10 AS a 15* e0eSSO #1*e6 .#$0.,053, 60.0
220 PRINT USING AS;L9.U.C1,Y9,YS~9,919
230 PRINT
2*4 0 PRINT
250 PRINT
260 PRINT" x y Z TX TY TZ T NE
270 IF 1(0 THEN 330
280 LPRINT STRINGS (10.10)
2690 LPRINT' LS v CI Y9 VS D9 BI'
300 LPRIHT USING A$;LtsV.CI.V9.YS.09.Bl
310 MPINT STRIHGC$3. 10)
320 LPRINTO x V Z TX TVY T Z T N'
330 81.-RI
340 82.0
350 33u1E-04e31
360 XsO
370 YaO
380 ZaG
390 NEW START A CABLE SEGNENT
400 34w3QR(BI931+92*02*B3.63)
410 HuG
420 TlU-8l
430 T2s-62
440 T3u-93
450 Alw(TI-SI)/2
460 A2s(T2-92)/2
470 A3a(T3-03)/2
4jO A4wSORt(At*AI.A2*A2#A3.At3)
490 NuNN,
500 LlwAI/64
510 L2s*2/14
520 L3vA3/A4
530 VIwV9s( 1-AllA4)
540 V2sVl-V9sft2/A4
550 Y3s-V9.AV430
560 PlwL2*(YI.L2-VZsLI) - lS*(V30LI-YI*L3'
570 P2nL3*(Y2.L3-Y3eL2) - LI*CYI*L2-V2'gLt)
560 P39Ll*(V3*LI-V~sL3) - L20(V2*L3-V3sL2)
590 P4oS@R(PI.PI+P2'sP2.P3oP3)
400 fOle-CI*L9sP4sPI
410 D2v-Ci.L9*f4#P2
620 b3s-CleL.90P40.3

Fipire A-1. Computer program listing.



6 3 0 T5-1-0l-D
640 Tfi-92-D2
650 T?n-93-D3+V*L9
660 REM CHECK CHANGE IN TENSION
670 IF ASS((TS-T1)/Tt) >.01 THEN 710
1680 IF ABS(T2eT3) ( IE-04 THEN 700
490 IF ABS(Tfi-t2)/T2) > .Ot THEN 710
700O IF ASS( (T?-T3)/T3) ( .01 THEN 7?0
'10 TI2TS
?720 T2=:Tf
730 T3=Tl
'40 IF N(30 THEN 450
750 L93L9*.75
7:6 0 GOTO 400

70TI=T5
780 T2=Tfi
790 73=T7
800 T42SQR(Tl*T1+T2*T2+T3*T3)
810 IF ABS(CTl/1T4+Bfl/4)*B4/Bl) > .01'TIEN 860
820 IF ABS(B2/03) ( IE-04 THEN 840
830 IF ABS((T2/T4+92/B4)*84/B2) > .01 THEN 860
840 IF A8S((T3/T4+B3/94)*S4/B3) >.01 THEN 860
850 GOTO 1010
860 XuX+L9*AI/A4
370 YxY.L9*A2/A4
880 ZnZ+19*A3/A4
"09098u'**** I* .6*IOt*eB**i*i850S6*,383 '
900 PRINT USING BSSX,YZ.TtJT2DT3.T4,N
910 PRINT
920 IF 1<0 THEN 950

*930 LPRtNT USING B*;X.Y.ZPT1,T2.IT3.T4,N
940 L.PRINT
950 IF N(3 THEN L9%L9*2
9 60 IF--2>= a 9 THEN 1140j
'70 BIa-T5
980 B2a-T6
490 113-T7
1000 GOTO 400

100PRINTOCABLE STRAIGHT FROM HERE ON UP-
.020 IF 1<0 THEN 1040
I1'030 LPRINTOCABLE STRAIGHT FROM 'HERE ON UP
1040 V7=SQR(U/CI)
1050 Vfi=SQR(Y9-2 + Y8^2 + V7A2)
'060 TI=Tl + US(09-Z)SY9/V6
1070 T2-T2 + * I(09-Z)*V8/V6
1080 T3=T3 + U*(D9-Z)oY?/'V6
1090 T4zT4 + U.(D9-Z)
1 100 XsX + (D9-Z)*.V9/Y7
1110 Y= + ( D9-Z )eVS/V7
1120 Z=D9
1130 GOTO 8904"
1140 END

Figure A-1I (Continued). Computer programn listing.
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L9 V CI Vs Vs 09 81

100 0.31700 0.3120 8.45 1.00 12000. 4200.00

X Y Z TX TY TZ T N

100. 0.3 0.4 4199.9 29.4 31.2 4200.1 3.

200. 1.4 1.5 4199.7 55.6 60.2 4200.5 3.

300. 3. 0 3.2 4199.4 79.3 87.9 4201 0 3.

400. 5.1 5.6 4199.0 100.8 114.2 4201.8 2.

600. 10.8 12.2 4198.4 139.0 163.5 4203.9 3.

799. 18.2 21.1 4198.0 172.5 208.6 4206.? 3.

999 27.2 32.0 4197.8 202.5 249.6 4210.1 2.

1397. 48.9 59.0 4198.8 255.5 320.3 4218.7 3.

1795. 75.3 91.9 4201.7 301.0 375.4 4229.1 3.

2192. 105.5 129.2 4206.8 340.0 416.5 4241.0 3.

2589. 139.1 169.8 4213.9 372.9 446.1 4253.8 3.

2985. 175.5 212.8 4223.0 399.9 466.0 426?.5 2.

3776. 254.1 302.5 4244.9 440.9 491.0 4215.9 4.

4566. 338.3 394.6 4269.9 469.0 505.1 4325.1 3.

5356. 426.5 488.5 4297.4 485.0 511.3 4354.8 2.

6934. 607.8 677.2 4354.7 506.3 519.1 4414.7 4.

CABLE STRAIGHT FROM HERE ON UP
101854. 11841.0 12000.0 7952.9 936.6 948.6 8063.1 2.

Figure A-2. Typical computer programt outputl.


